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Considering building a Hangar or FBO?
Coastal Steel Structures specializes in creating amazing steel airplane hangars and 
Fixed Base Operations. We understand the unique requirements of the aviation 
industry and take on the burden of managing the details, allowing you to focus on 
the bigger picture. With our expertise, you can con�dently navigate the complexities 
of designing and constructing a phenomenal facility that meets all necessary permits 
and code requirements. You can count on us to deliver an amazing �nal product 
that’s right for you!

Here are some of the many things that set us apart!



We Have Experience With
All Different Types of Doors1 Whether it's bi-fold doors, sliding doors, hydraulic doors, or any other type of 
door system, we’ve seen it all and can accommodate whatever you have in 
mind! We understand that different aircraft and operational requirements 
demand specific door configurations, clearances, and load capacities. Our 
team is equipped with the expertise to deliver hangar structures that 
accommodate your door system. From selecting the appropriate door type 
to incorporating the necessary features such as insulation, and weather 
sealing, we pay meticulous attention to every detail to deliver a custom-built 
hangar that meets your exact requirements and specifications. With Coastal 
Steel Structures, you can trust in our experience and commitment to 
excellence when it comes to airplane hangar doors.



Our Pro Services Division2 The Professional Services Division at CSS was designed specifically 
to service our expanding list of erectors nationwide. We leverage 
our network of pros to cut down on lead times and get you your 
building sooner. This division connects you to the right experts for 
your project. Need a quality Erector in your area? We’ve got you 
covered! Are you an Erector yourself? Partner with us to get 
connected to new opportunities! We believe in helping to manage 
your project so you can get back to managing the bigger picture.



We Help You Understand
the Total Cost of Ownership3 At Coastal Steel Structures, we are committed to providing you with 
a comprehensive understanding of the total cost of ownership. We 
believe that transparency is key when it comes to making informed 
decisions about your steel building project. Our experienced team 
will work closely with you to assess all the factors that contribute to 
the total cost, including permitting, material cost, foundations, and 
more. Our goal is to empower you with the knowledge needed to 
make sound decisions that align with your budget and goals.



Navigating permitting and meeting code requirements is a 
critical aspect of the steel building business, and we are here to 
help. With our deep understanding of the regulatory landscape, 
we ensure that your project meets all necessary permits and 
code compliance standards. Our experienced team stays 
up-to-date with the latest building codes and regulations, 
ensuring that every aspect of your steel building adheres to the 
required guidelines for your area. From initial design and 
planning to construction and final inspection, we work diligently 
to ensure a smooth and hassle-free process.

We Understand Permitting
and Meeting Code Requirements4



We are Here to Help
We know that building a hangar or FBO can be overwhelming, but we 
are here to help you! Our team is here to work alongside you from start 
to finish and help manage your project so you can get back to looking at 
the bigger picture. We are passionate about setting you up for success 
and creating a building that is right for you and your business. Let us be 
your trusted partner in bringing your vision to life.


